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with all sorts of bogeys and getting them to frighten
their MJP.'s. And probably our people thought it was
safe in the Commons as we were universally told , . .
But perhaps we may hope that the Commons are already
ashamed of themselves and that if the Book could be
carried thro' the Assembly again—with the King's prayers
and the dear Black Rubric—all may go well.
From the Diary
January 14. Dined at the Literary Society, de la Mare
and I discussed the reading of verse, on which I am glad
to find he heartily shares my views as to the slight pause
at the end of the line, and of course on the iniquity of
accenting the syllables according to the pattern of the
metre instead of according to tinte proper pronunciation
of the words, thus destroying all the counterpoint be-
tween metre and accent which makes the variety of the
verse. We ajso talked of Hardy, whom he knew, and
would not allow to be a pessimist, arguing that poems
so fine as his give pure joy and therefore cannot be pessi-
mistic. I maintained that poems, even if finer than his
always are, iji which, to use my phrase, nobody ever
catches any trains except those which are just going to
run off the line, do have a pessimistic outlook and effect
I boldly added that Shakespeare would be a pessimist if
he had written nothing but 2>0rr~or with fifty Lean and
no Much Ados or Twelfth Nights. I am not really sure
of this, for the grandeur of Lear (like that or  The
Dynasts) rises above all possibilities of pessimism. But
I do think, and half got de la M. to agree, that Hardy's
picture of life contains far more failures, unhappy acci-
depts, perversities of fete, than are to be discovered in
ordinary experience of life. He also said—and this was
very characteristic of de la M*—when you walked with
Hardy the people you met in the streets seemed not to
be actual bodily passers-by but people in his novels.
Crewe and I talked of French politics. He told me

